This Addendum is issued for the purpose of amending the subject Request for Qualifications as below and is hereby made a part of said Request for Qualifications to the same extent as though it were originally included therein. This Addendum makes the following changes in the Sections of the Request for Qualifications and their paragraphs noted. Please note that words and sentences highlighted in RED are removed from the Request for Qualifications as indicated. All other provisions of the Request for Qualifications remain in effect.

I. Purpose (page 2, first paragraph)

The City University Construction Fund ("CUCF") on behalf of the City University of New York ("CUNY" or "University") and Lehman College ("Lehman" or "the College") is seeking an appropriately qualified architectural/engineering firm (the "Consultant") to provide complete Architectural/Engineering services to program, design, prepare contract documents, and perform construction administration for a new building on the Lehman campus in the Bronx, New York. The construction administration phase of the project will be handled under a separate contract with the Dormitory Authority of the State of New York ("DASNY"). The project will construct a 40,000 GSF facility with laboratories, offices, and other student and support spaces necessary for a state-of-the-art Department of Nursing.

IV. Project Scope of Work (page 5, first paragraph)

The selected Consultant will be required to provide all necessary services for the duration of the project. The construction phase of the project will be managed under a separate agreement with DASNY. DASNY will be requested by CUNY to enter into a contract with the selected Consultant for the construction administration and support services component of the design, commencing with the bid phase. The project submissions will be reviewed by CUNY Engineering Services at all phases. DASNY’s Quality Control group will also review the project submissions, beginning with the Design Development submission. The consultant and its sub-consultants will be required to respond and comply with the comments of both CUNY and DASNY.
reviewers. CUNY will resolve any conflict that may arise between the comments provided by the two agencies. The Consultant will comply with the requirements of all codes, agencies, and authorities having jurisdiction over the project, and must comply with New York State Executive Order 111. CUNY shall retain from others the services of a commissioning authority. Below is an outline of the key phases of work.

- **Contract Documents (page 7):** the Consultant will prepare complete Contract Documents for bidding including drawings and project manual. The Contract Documents will be prepared in accordance with CUNY’s DASNY’s Consultant Design Guidelines Design Professional’s Guide” ([www.cuny.edu/cunybuilds](http://www.cuny.edu/cunybuilds)) and the Consultant will be required to utilize CUNY’s DASNY’s “Front End Documents” as part of the bid set and to make specific modifications to them in the development of the construction documents created for bidding.

**Construction Administration (page 7):** the Consultant will provide construction phase services under a separate agreement with DASNY. Although DASNY will be managing the construction and construction administration and support services of the design of the project, and CUNY, and its staff, will continue to oversee the project until its completion.
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